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P
revious experimental1�7 and compu-
tational8�13 studies investigated the
formation of patterns on monolayer-

protected metal nanoparticles (MPMNPs)
consisting of a gold nanoparticle covered
by a self-assembledmonolayer (SAM) formed
by a binary mixture of immiscible (different
end groups) thiol surfactants. They found
that when the length difference between
the immiscible surfactants is sufficient, the
SAMs form a striped pattern on the surface
of the NP; otherwise the surfactants phase
separate on the surface, producing a Janus
particle.8 These patterns were predicted on
both spherical9 and rod-shaped13 NPs. In all
cases, pattern formation was shown to be
dictated by a competition between energy
minimization, which tends tominimize con-
tact between immiscible surfactants, and
maximization of conformational entropy
gained by forming interfaces between sur-
factants of different length or bulkiness.
In a recent computational study we ex-

tended those investigations to patterns
formed on ternaryMPMNPs.14We found that
by adding a third surfactant to the mixture
we could increase the number and diversity
of possible patterns and select for these
patterns based on easy-to-control param-
eters suchasNP radius and surfactant length,
as well as less-easy-to-control parameters
such as degree of immiscibility among sur-
factants and stoichiometry of the SAM. Here
we present the results of adding a fourth
surfactant to the monolayer, forming a qua-
ternary mixture of different surfactants. We
consider the effect of tuning the parameters
mentioned above, while always consider-
ing four immiscible ligands, and show that
although somepatterns are natural analogues
of binary and ternary patterns, new and un-
expectedpatternsdue solely to theadditionof
a fourth ligand are possible. Although finding
suitable ligandsmayprovechallengingexperi-
mentally, we note that mixtures of up to five
ligands have been reported.15

RESULTS AND DISCUSSION

We find different patterns for the qua-
ternary SAMs depending on combination of
parameters. Figure 1 shows the generalized
types of patterns found. We describe each
of these patterns below. As we will show,
many of these patterns can be further de-
corated by modifying additional parameters.

Tetrahedral Particles. Figure 1a shows a
patchy particle with tetrahedral symmetry
in the SAM pattern. We refer to this particle
as a tetrahedral particle. This pattern mini-
mizes the interface between all surfactant
pairs. Moreover, the three longest surfac-
tants (shown in blue, green, and yellow) all
have an interface with the shortest surfac-
tant (shown in red in the leftmost image in
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ABSTRACT

Binary and ternary self-assembled monolayers (SAMs) adsorbed on gold nanoparticles (NPs)

have been previously studied for their propensity to form novel and unexpected patterns. The

patterns found were shown to arise from a competition between immiscibilty of unlike

surfactants and entropic gains due to length or other architectural differences between them.

We investigate patterns self-assembled from quaternary monolayers on spherical nanopar-

ticles. We perform simulations to study the effect of NP radius, degree of immiscibility

between surfactants, length differences, and stoichiometry of the SAM on the formation of

patterns. We report patterns analogous to binary and ternary cases, as well as some novel

patterns specific to quaternary SAMs.

KEYWORDS: patchy particles . self-assembly . quaternary . phase separation .
dissipative particle dynamics
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Figure 1a). When viewed from the top, this particle
looks exactly like a Cerberus particle found in the
ternary systems14 shown in the rightmost image in
Figure 1a. The tetrahedral particle forms in cases when
the surfactants are very long compared to the NP
radius (i.e., all surfactants are at least 10 beads long,
for a NP radius of 4), but the length difference between
the four surfactants is relatively small (nomore than six
beads difference between the shortest and longest
surfactants).

Brahma Particles. Figure 1b shows a patchy particle
with the SAM separated into equal quadrants; we refer
to this particle as the Brahma particle, in reference to
theHindu god of creation, who is traditionally depicted
with four heads. Here the surfactants again separate
without forming stripes, but now each surfactant forms
an interface with only two of the others. The two
longest surfactants (shown in yellow and green) do
not share an interface, and both form an interface with
the two shortest surfactants (shown in red and green).
This pattern forms when the SAM comprises two short
and two long surfactants (i.e., the surfactants are 5, 6,
13, and 14 beads long, respectively, for a NP of radius 4).

Decorated Cerberus Particles. We observe several types
of patterns where three of the surfactants segregate
into dominant features. Figure 1c shows an example of
one such “Cerberus” particle. Additional details of
additional Cerberus patterns predicted by our simula-
tions are shown in Figure 2. Figure 2a shows a Cerberus
NP decorated with a stripe of the shortest surfactant
(shown in red) separating the three longest ones. We
observe this particular pattern when the system has
one short surfactant and three long ones (i.e., 3, 7, 8,
and 9 beads) and the repulsion between unlike surfac-
tants is low (aij = 30). In this case, all three long
surfactants compete to form an interface with the
short one to maximize the free volume available for
their tails to explore.

Figure 2b shows a similar case, with the difference
that the longest surfactant (shown in yellow) is sepa-
rated from all others by the short one (shown in red),
while the two medium length surfactants (shown in
blue and green) share an interface. This pattern also
forms when there is one short surfactant in the system
and three long ones (i.e., 3, 7, 8, and 9 beads) but when
the interbead repulsion between unlike surfactants is

high (aij = 65). In this case the system's free energy is
minimized by minimizing the number of interactions
between the longest (yellow) and the two medium
surfactants (blue and green).

Figure 2c is again similar to Figure 2b, with the
difference that the short surfactant (red) separates only
the two longest ones (green and yellow). Both of these
long surfactants have an interface with the medium
one (blue). This pattern forms when the surfactants
have an equal length difference (i.e., 3, 5, 7, and 9
beads) and the interbead repulsion between unlike
surfactants is high (aij = 65). Since the medium surfac-
tant (blue) is relatively short compared to the two
longest ones (green and yellow), both of them gain
conformational entropy by forming an interfacewith it.

An analogous pattern to Figure 2c is shown in
Figure 2h. However, the arrangement of the surfac-
tants is not the same between these two patterns.
Figure 2h occurs when there are three short and one
long surfactant in the system (i.e., 3, 4, 5, and 11 beads)
and the interbead repulsion between unlike beads is
high (aij = 65). In this case, the longest surfactant
(yellow) maximizes its interface with the two shortest
(red and blue) and also has a smaller interface with the
second longest (green).

Figure 2d is similar to Figure 2c, with the difference
that the stripe formed by the short surfactant (red)
curves toward the longest (yellow) surfactant to in-
crease the length of the interface between the two
longest surfactants (in green and yellow) and the
shortest one (in red). This pattern is obtained for SAMs
formed by surfactants of symmetric lengths (i.e., 3, 5, 7,
and 9 beads) and low interbead repulsion between
unlike surfactants (aij = 30). Therefore, this pattern
occurs under conditions similar to Figure 2c, with the
only difference that the interbead repulsion between
unlike surfactants is smaller for Figure 2d, which is why
the surfactants prefer to form a longer interface.

In Figure 2e the short surfactant (shown in red)
forms a single stripe inside the domain of the longest
surfactant (shown in yellow). The stripe also has inter-
faces with the second longest surfactant (shown
in green), but none with the medium surfactants

Figure 2. Decorated Cerberus patterns. Tails are not shown.
Red: short, blue: medium, green: long, and yellow: longest
surfactant. (a) through (f) showdifferent patterns. (a) and (g)
and also (d) and (i) show the same type of pattern but
obtainedwithdifferent stoichiometric compositions. (c) and
(h) also show the same pattern, but with different chemical
ordering due to different combinations of surfactant
lengths.

Figure 1. Generalized patterns predicted for quaternary
MPMNPs: (a) tetrahedral, (b) Brahma, (c) decorated Cerberus,
(d) decorated stripes, and (e) spots. Tails are not shown.
Red: short, blue: medium, green: long, and yellow: longest
surfactant. All particles shown look identical when viewed
from the opposite side of that shown, with the exception
of the tetrahedral particle in (a), where the second view
is shown.
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(shown in blue). This pattern occurs for three short
surfactants (i.e., 4, 5, 6, and 11 beads) when the
interbead repulsion between unlike surfactants is low
(aij = 30). It is similar to Figure 2h (also three short
surfactants, but higher interbead repulsion) with the
difference that in the case of lower interbead repulsion
the long and short surfactants form additional inter-
faces between them.

Figure 2f is a subcase of Figure 2e, in which the
stripe of the short surfactant (red) becomes a fully
closed circle, creating a larger interface with the sec-
ond longest surfactant (green). This case also occurs for
three short surfactants and low interbead repulsion
between unlike beads, but only for very short surfac-
tants with respect to the NP radius (3, 4, and 5 beads
long for the shortest surfactants, up to 9 beads long for
the longest).

Some of the Cerberus patterns shown in Figure 2
can be further modified by introducing variations in
the stoichiometric composition of the SAM, as shown
in Figure 2g and i. The patterns shown in Figure 2a and
d result from a 1:1:1:1 stoichiometry. These patterns are
also shown in Figure 2g and i, but for different stoichio-
metric compositions. Figure 2g shows the case for a
stoichiometric composition of 7:1:1:1, where the short
surfactant (shown in red) is in excess over the other
three. Figure 2i shows a stoichiometric composition
of 1:1:6:2.

Decorated Striped Particles. Several variations can be
found also for the striped patterns (Figure 1d), as
shown in Figure 3. Figure 3a shows the simplest case,
in which the four surfactants form one single stripe
around the NP. The longest surfactant (in yellow) has
an interface with the two shortest ones (in red and
blue). Also, the two longest surfactants (yellow and
green) both have an interface with the shortest (red).
This pattern is found for a system with two short
surfactants (i.e., 3, 4, 7, and 8 beads) and low interbead
repulsion between unlike beads (aij = 30) when the

overall length of the surfactants is relatively short com-
pared to the NP size (i.e., all surfactants are less than 10
beads long). This pattern is also prevalent when the two
shortest surfactants are in very low concentrations (e20%
of each), an example of which is shown in Figure 3e.

Figure 3b shows a modified version of Figure 3a,
where there is one additional patch of the short
surfactant (in red) inside the domain formed by the
second longest surfactant (green). This case occurs
under a very narrow range of conditions, for a system
with two short surfactants (i.e., 3, 4, 8, and 9 beads) with
low interbead repulsion between unlike surfactants
(aij = 30) when the overall length of the surfactants is
longer than the case for Figure 3a.

Figure 3c shows a striped pattern where the short
surfactant (in red) forms two stripes around the NP,
instead of just one. These two stripes separate the
longest surfactant (in yellow) from the two medium
length surfactants (in blue and green). This pattern is
found for large NP radius (NP radius > 4) and high
interbead repulsion between unlike beads (65 < aij e

350). In systems with large NP radius, the surfactants
have less available space to explore with their tails,17

and therefore the longest surfactant (yellow) prefers to
increase its interface with the short one (red). This
pattern can also be found in systems were themedium
surfactant (blue) is in the lowest concentration (e10%),
so there is not enough of it available to create sufficient
interfaces with the longest one (yellow).

Figure 3g is a simlar case to Figure 3c, with the only
difference being that there is an additional patch of the
small surfactant (in red) inside the domain formed by
the second longest (in green). This pattern is found also
for large NP radius, but for smaller repulsion between
unlike beads (aij = 65).

Figure 3d shows a Janus NP decorated with stripes
on both sides. The two shortest surfactants (in red and
blue) form an alternating stripe pattern9 with the
longest surfactant (yellow) on one side of the Janus
particle, while the second longest surfactant (green)
forms a striped pattern with the shortest one (red) on
the other side of the NP. This pattern is found for large
NP radius (>4) and low interbead repulsion between
unlike beads (aij = 30) and is analogous to the pattern
observed under similar conditions for ternary systems.9

Finally, similar to the case for Cerberus patterns, we
also observed variations of the striped patterns with
stoichiometric changes in the SAM. Figure 3e and f are
two examples of these modifications for stoichiome-
tries 1:1:2:6 and 3:1:1:5, respectively.

Spotted Particles. Figure 1e shows a spotted patchy
particle, which is found in the case where the short
surfactant (in red) is in excess (>50%) of the other ones.
The three longest surfactants form circular 2D micelles
(spots) that are dispersed in a continuous matrix of the
short one. Analogous results have been observed in
the binary16 and ternary14 cases.

Figure 3. Decorated striped patterns. Tails are not shown.
Red: short, blue: medium, green: long, and yellow: longest
surfactant. (a) through (d) show different patterns. (a) and
(e) and also (c) and (f) show the same pattern but obtained
with different stoichiometric compositions. (c) and (g) also
show the same patterns, but (g) has an additional patch of
the short surfactant (in red) inside the domain of the second
longest surfactant (in green).
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Comparison with Binary and Ternary MPMNPs. Some of
the results found for quaternary MPMNPs have rela-
tively low symmetry. To understand this unexpected
behavior, we compared these patterns with those
found for binary and ternary NPs in Figure 4. We
discussed previously how the Cerberus and Brahma
particles are the ternary and quaternary equivalents,
respectively, to the Janus particle found for binary
MPMNPs. In Figure 4 we also show how the Janus
pattern is the base for most of the patterns found on
ternary SAMs, and the Cerberus pattern is the base for
most of the patterns found on quaternary SAMs. Of
course, there are exceptions to this behavior, such as
the alternating stripe pattern on ternary14 SAMs and
the tetrahedral, Brahma, and decorated stripe patterns
on quaternary SAMs.

As shown in Figure 4, for binary MPMNPs the base
pattern is a NP coated by a single surfactant (Figure 4a),
and this can only be decorated with stripes on one side
of the pattern (Figure 4b). However, when we move to
ternary MPMNPs, we increase the number of possible
options. In this case, the base pattern is a Janus particle
(Figure 4c), which can be decorated with a single stripe
separating the two sides of the Janus particle to form a
Neapolitan particle (Figure 4d), or stripes in either one
(Figure 4e) or two (Figure 4f) sides of the NP. In doing
this, certain symmetries in the patterns are broken. For
example, the Neapolitan pattern (Figure 4d) and the
Janus pattern with stripes on both sides (Figure 4f)
have higher symmetry when the difference in tail
lengths is disregarded. The least symmetric pattern
for ternary MPMNPs is the striped Janus NP (Figure 4e),
where there are stripes on only one side of the NP.

In the case of quaternary MPMNPs, the introduction
of the fourth surfactant further increases the number of
possible patterns that can be constructed. The base
pattern now is a Cerberus particle (Figure 4g), which is
further decorated by the addition of the fourth surfac-
tant. Analogous to the formation of Neapolitan par-
ticles (Figure 4d) for the ternary case, a stripe may

separate all sides of the Cerberus particle (Figure 4h), or
only two sides of the Cerberus particle (Figure 4i), or
even just one side (Figure 4j). With each of these
patterns, the symmetry successively decreases. Simi-
larly, we found a quaternary pattern in which there are
stripes only on one side of the NP (Figure 4k), and thus
two sides without stripes.

However, instead of a Cerberus particle with stripes
on two sides, which would be the quaternary equiva-
lent of Figure 4f, we find a Janus particle with stripes on
both sides (Figure 4l). In this case it is symmetry that
drives the system to form this Janus particle with
stripes on both sides, instead of forming a Cerberus
pattern with stripes on two sides and one stripeless
side. In the previous cases (Figure 4h�k) there was no
option that offered more symmetry to the system, so
the asymmetric patterns formed instead.

With this, it becomes clear that introducing
additional surfactants in the monolayer is a way of

Figure 4. Comparison of binary, ternary, and quaternary
patterns found onMPMNPs. Tails are not shown. Red: short,
blue: medium, green: long, and yellow: longest surfactant.
Binary results are recreated following refs 8, 9, and 16.
Ternary results are from ref 14.

TABLE 1. Summary of Design Rules and Patterns for

MPMNPsa

a Tails are not shown. Red: short, blue: medium, green:
long, and yellow: longest surfactant. Particles are not
drawn to scale. The base case has a 1:1:1:1 stoichiom-
etry, with symmetric length diference between
surfactants (3, 6, and 9 beads for ternary; 3, 6, 9, and
12 beads for quaternary) on a NP of radius 4. In the
cases when there are two images per case (e.g., ternary
base case) the leftmost image corresponds to weak
immiscibility between unlike surfactants (aij = 30) and
the rightmost corresponds to strong immiscibility be-
tween unlike surfactants (aij = 65). Shadowed in gray
are cases that do not apply, based on the number of
surfactants available. Additional details may be found in
the Supporting Information. Binary results are recreated
following refs 8, 9, and 16. Ternary results are from ref 14.
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introducing additional anisotropy to the resulting
MPMNPs. Since higher anisotropy of the patterns can
guide increasingly more complicated assemblies of
NPs, this approach to produce anisotropic building
blocks could provide a novel route to obtain higher
order structures not possible with high-symmetry NPs.

CONCLUSIONS

Similar to patterns found on binary and ternary
MPMNPs, the patterns presented here for quaternary
SAMs are all motivated by a competition between the
immiscibility of the unlike surfactants driving phase
separation and their length difference driving the
creation of interfaces so that the longest surfactants
have additional free volume available to explore. We
reported motifs that are reminiscent of binary and
ternary SAMs, including Cerberus, striped Janus, and
spotted. Some of the other patterns found are natural
extensions of patterns obtained from binary and ter-
nary SAMMPMNPs. For example, the Brahma particle is
analogous to the Janus particle for binary SAMs8,10 and
to Cerberus particles for ternary SAMS.14 Similarly, the
striped pattern for quaternary SAMs (Figure 1d) is the
four-surfactant equivalent to the Neapolitan pattern
found in ternary SAM MPMNPs.14 However, some of
the patterns reported here are unique to quaternary
systems, suchas the tetrahedral particle (Figure 1a and f)
and someof themore complicatedlydecoratedCeberus
patterns (Figure 2e and f).
We can summarize our findings as general design

rules for patchy particles made from quaternary (four-
component) SAM MPMNPs:

(1) Patchy particles with tetrahedral symmetry
(Figure 1a) can be obtained by using the smal-
lest NP radius possible or by increasing the
overall size of the four surfactants with respect
to theNP radius, so as to optimize for “bulk”phase
separation in lieu of microphase separation.

(2) Brahma NPs (Figure 1b) can be produced by
using two long and two short surfactants so that
there is no interface between the two longest
surfactants and the two short ones assembled
between them.

(3) The decorated Cerberus patterns can be ob-
tained by various combinations of surfactant
length and immiscibility between unlike surfac-
tants, playing off phase separation and micro-
phase separation unequally between different
surfactant pairs:
• Cerberus particles analogous to those pre-
dicted for ternary MPMNPs14 but with simple
decorations between the three main domains
of the NP can be obtained when there is
one short surfactant and three longer ones
(Figure 2a and b).

• Modified Cerberus particles in which three
surfactants form three parallel stripes and
the fourth forms one perpendicular stripe on
a pole of the NP (Figure 2c, d, and h) can be
obtained for symmetric length differences
between surfactants when the overall length
of the four surfactants is long with respect to
theNP radius, or for three short surfactantswhen
the unlike surfactants are strongly immiscible.

• A Cerberus particle in which there are stripes
in one of the three domains (Figure 2e and f)
can be made using three short and one long
surfactant, with weak immiscibility between
unlike surfactants.

(4) Striped particles can be achieved for weak
immiscbility between unlike surfactants and
can be further complicated by increasing the
NP radius, going from a simple system of four
stripes (Figure 3a) all the way to a decorated
Janus NP with stripes on both sides of the NP
(Figure 3d).

(5) Modifying the stoichiometric composition of
the SAM allows one to tune the coverage of
each surfactant on the surface of the NP for
some of the previous patterns, except for the
cases when the small surfactant is in excess of
50%, which produces a spotted pattern of 2D
micelles (Figure 1e).

These design rules are summarized in Table 1 to-
gether with analogous design rules for binary and
ternary SAM MPMNPs.

METHODS
We use dissipative particle dynamics (DPD),17 a coarse-

grained simulation model and method in which the surfactants
are treated as chains of beads with a soft repulsion between
them. This molecular-dynamics method has been used before
to successfully model binary8,11,13 and ternary14 MPMNPs. The
simulations were run using HOOMD-blue,18�20 a highly opti-
mized, open source GPU-based code for molecular simulations.
To verify that the patterns presented in this paper correspond to
the equilibrated pattern (and are not dependent on the initial
configuration of the system), for each choice of parameter
combinations studied we ran independent simulations from
five different initial configurations (random, Brahma, and stripes

of different order) for at least 30 million DPD steps. The length
scale of the system was defined by the bead's diameter, which
was set to 1. The radius of the NP is expressed as a function of
this bead diameter, and the length of the surfactants is ex-
pressed in number of beads. The base case was considered to
be a NP of radius 4 covered by a 1:1:1:1 mixture of surfactants of
3, 6, 9, and 12 beads respectively. The interbead repulsion for
beads of the same surfactant (DPD parameter aii) was 15. Two
base case repulsions were considered for beads of different
surfactants (aij), 30 and 65. The radius of the NP was varied from
1 to 8 for interbead repulsions aij ranging from 30 to 350. All
possible quaternary stoichiometries were considered for the
base case. The length of the surfactants was varied from the
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shortest surfactant, being 3 to 10 beads long, to the longest,
being 6 to 34 beads long. Four cases were considered when
varying the length of the surfactants: one short and three long
surfactants (i.e., 3, 8, 9, and 10 beads), two short and two long
surfactants (i.e., 3, 4, 9, and 10 beads), three short and one long
surfactants (i.e., 3, 4, 5, and 10 beads), and symmetric (i.e.,
equivalent) length differences between all surfactants in the
system (3, 5, 7, and 9 beads). To explore the effect of all the
aforementioned parameters, we performed a total of 3280
production runs averaging 10 GPU-hours per run.
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